The orientation disparity field from two orthographic views of an inclined planar surface patch (covered by straight lines) is analyzed, and a new tool to extract the patch orientation is provided: the function coupling the average orientation of each pair of corresponding surface contours with their orientation disparity. This function allows identifying the tilt of the surface, and two indeterminacy functions describing the set of surface inclinations (around the vertical and horizontal axes) over convergence angle values compatible with the orientation disparity field. Results of simulations show that the selection of inclination values matching the difference between the areas below the indeterminacy functions are consistent with some surface orientation effects found in psychophysical and computational experiments, like: the unbiased tilt vs. biased slant estimates, the slant underestimation, the surface orientation anisotropy, and the slant/tilt covariation.
Introduction
We view the world composed of persisting objects made of substances that have surfaces. Locally a surface is characterized by a measure of its orientation in space with respect to the viewer identifiable because of surface contours as formed by the projections of extended and intrinsic surface markings (Knill, 1992; Stevens, 1981a) , irrespective of surface boundaries. The perception of the 3D orientation of a planar surface patch, i.e., a small-unbounded region of a surface preserving planarity where perspective information is negligible, from the 2D orientation of stereoscopic surface contours is the subject of this paper. Orthographic projections are here used given that they provide a close approximation to perspective projections when the surface is small with respect to the viewing distance (as in the case of planar surface patches), and given that, the 2D orientation of stereoscopic surface contours has been demonstrated to be independent on whether orthographic or perspective projections are used (Jones & Malik, 1991) .
A major although specific topic of 3D perception is the planar surface patch orientation from orientation disparity alone problem. This problem is concerned with the way the visual system utilizes the differences in the 2D orientation of corresponding pairs of straight segments in the two eyes' images (i.e., orientation disparity) to glean information about local 3D surfaces orientation, regardless of other source of information that have been proofed to be determinant for the estimation of viewing geometry, like: vertical disparity and perspective cues (being both absent under orthographic projections), or extra-retinal cues (e.g., eyes' vergence).
In the case of planar surface patches, the convergence angle (angle subtended by the two optical axes at the fixation point), as normally inferable from vertical disparity and extra-retinal signals (Rogers & Bradshaw, 1995) , is unknown and the solution to the problem is under-determined (Hay, 1966; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1975; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1976a; Longuet-Higgins, 1984; Ullman, 1979; Ullman, 1986) . The same pair of monocular images, (and thus the same local pattern of disparity), can indeed be produced by the orthographic projection of a close but slightly inclined planar surface patch as well as by the projection of a far but highly inclined planar surface patch, as due to the well known fact that horizontal disparity by itself is ambiguous (von Helmholtz, 1962) , as well as any other alternative description of disparity (Backus, Banks, van Ee, & Crowell, 1999; Garding, Porrill, Mayhew, & Frisby, 1995) , such as the one I analyze here (based on orientation). The paper provides an approach to solve such an ambiguity of orthographic projections 1 that is at the basis of local 3D shape perception, regardless of disparity scaling (Backus & Banks, 1 Planar surface orientation is in principle well defined in perspective projections.
However, with decreasing object size (that is the focus of interest of the present paper), perspective projections approach orthographic projections in which orientation is ambiguous.
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j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w . e l s e v i e r . c o m / l o c a t e / v i s r e s 1999), i.e., the process of using a distance estimate in the interpretation of the pattern of disparity.
planar surface orientation from disparity
The extraction of planar surface orientation from disparity is known to require two sub-processes (Marr, 1980) : the matching process, identifying corresponding features in the two-eyes' images (as projected from the same markings in the distal object) and conveying into a disparity field (set of differences in projective coordinates of matching features); and the disparity interpretation process, recovering the properties of the distal object from the analysis of the disparity field. Planar surface orientation has two degrees of freedom that, according to Gibson (1950) , can be parametrized by the slant and the tilt of the surface (labeled in the paper as r and s, respectively), defining the magnitude and the direction of surface orientation, respectively. Both slant and tilt are angular measures, with the first measured perpendicular to the image plane (angle between the surface normal and the line of sight), and the second measured in the image plane (angle formed by the direction to which the surface normal projects in the image plane relative to the horizontal).
This paper is concerned with the disparity interpretation process that has been modeled, up to a scaling factor (i.e., a reference depth), assuming either a direct specification or an indirect reconstruction of planar surface orientation. A direct specification involves the pick-up of projective invariants (embodied in the disparity field) correlating with planar surface orientation, while an indirect reconstruction involves the mapping of small positional disparities into distances (between points in a scene and the viewer), and their successive approximation by means of smooth surfaces.
Growing evidences suggest that stereoscopic slant estimates are not predictable from the geometry of point disparities (implied in the indirect reconstruction). The most relevant examples are: (i) the unbiased tilt vs. biased slant estimates (Stevens, 1983b; Todd & Perotti, 1999) ; (ii) the surface orientation anisotropy (Bradshaw & Rogers, 1999; Caganello & Rogers, 1993; Mitchison & McKee, 1990; Rogers & Graham, 1983; Wallach & Bacon, 1976) , with the perceived inclination around the horizontal axis showing a lower detection threshold and a faster resolution relative to the perceived inclination around the vertical; (iii) the slant/tilt covariation with increasing estimated slant for surfaces whose tilt approaches the vertical (Braunstein, Liter, & Tittle, 1993; Domini & Caudek, 1999; Fantoni & Gerbino, 2006; Todd & Perotti, 1999) ; (iv) the slant underestimation (Gillam, Flagg, & Finley, 1984; Howard & Kaneko, 1994; Howard & Kaneko, 1996) ; (v) the dependence of perceived slant on high order texture features like the orientation of surface contours (Arditi, 1982; Caganello & Rogers, 1993; Gillam & Ryan, 1992; Ninio, 1985) ; (vi) the perception of slant with displays in which horizontal point disparity is either zero or average to zero in a local area, (Hanny, von der Heydt, & Poggio, 1980; Morgan & Castet, 1996; van Ee & Schor, 2000) .
To overcome the above shortcoming, it has been proposed (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1976a ) that the visual system directly interprets the sparse field of Local Orientation Disparities LOD (differences in the two dimensional orientation of corresponding pairs of straight segments in the two eyes' images) in terms of 3D planar surface orientations. Physiological (Blakemore, Fiorentini, & Maffei, 1972; Bridge & Cumming, 2001; Hanny et al., 1980; Nelson, Kato, & Bishop, 1977) and psychophysical studies (Caganello & Rogers, 1993; Ji & Fermuller, 2006; Mitchison & McKee, 1990; Ninio, 1985; Rogers & Graham, 1983) have provided a strong empirical basis for such an intuition supporting the existence of mechanisms specialized in the detection of LOD. Fig. 1 depicts two original stereograms exemplifying the efficacy of LOD in the specification of the 3D orientation of a small unbounded patch of a planar surface. Stereograms simulate two oblique planar surfaces specified by different types of texture (random dots in a and long straight lines in b) and visible through a circular aperture (orthographic projections are used). As suggested by van Ee and Schor (2000) , algorithms for stereovision based on point-by-point analysis would be impaired by the stereogram of Fig. 1b , which includes too many matching candidates and high portions of un-matchable regions (that would be treated as false targets).
2 Nonetheless, the strength of perceived orientation induced by the stereogram-b is similar to that induced by the stereogram-a.
In this paper, I analyze the orientation disparity field and demonstrate that it embodies information on the orientation of the distal surface. As shown in Fig. 1 (right) , I have used a coordinate system based on viewing geometry to describe a 3D planar surface patch in a centered, straight ahead position. In such a coordinate system, the x-axis is parallel to the interocular axis (line joining the nodal points of the eyes); the z-axis is parallel/aligned with the cyclopean line of sight; and the y-axis passed through the intersection of x-z axes and is orthogonal to both of them. Planar surfaces are centered on such a Cartesian system where the two optical axes converge with an angle d, i.e., the angle of convergence [where d ¼ arctan
, with D corresponding to the surface distance from the cyclopean point, and I to the interocular distance].
The orientation of the planar surface patch will be described by the combination of two independent inclination components that are, respectively: the H-inclination (around the horizontal x-axis) and the V-inclination (around the vertical y-axis). For reasons of simplicity, angles will be expressed in degrees keeping in mind that the functions reported in the paper require radians for their calculation. Planar surface patches with some generic inclination will be referenced to as (H, V)-surfaces [e.g., a surface with V = 50 deg and H = 40 deg will be denoted as an (40, 50)-surface]. Because rotations in 3D space are not commutative I have assumed an ordering of rotations in which the plane is inclined first around the x-axis and then around the y-axis. Planar surface patches inclined around only one axis will be referenced to as H-alone surfaces (when around x), or V-alone surfaces (when around y).
According to Jones and Malik (1991) , I decided to describe the 3D planar surface orientation in terms of (H, V)-inclination components given that H and V angles are directly related to two major types of monocular image transformations: the horizontal shear (involving a vertical gradient of disparity) and the horizontal scale (involving a horizontal gradient of disparity), respectively. Moreover, a system of orientation encoding based on (H, V) values provides a simpler description for the stereoscopic orientation of a planar surface than a system of orientation encoding based on slant and tilt, i.e., (r, s) values. In the (H, V)-system, V can indeed be easily combined with d to account for the slightly different orientations of the surface relative to the two points of view. Finally, note that the systems of orientation encoding based on (H, V) and on (r, s) formally converge. Indeed, one can always recover (r, s) from (H, V), using the following equations: d ¼ arccosðcosðHÞ cosðVÞÞ s ¼ arctan sinðHÞ cosðHÞ sinðVÞ ð1Þ
Outlines
The paper is divided into four sections. In Section 1, the major topics and terminology of the paper are reported. In Section 2, I
2 The strength of the impairment is likely to depend on the relation between sparseness of contours and the size of the matching regions that (in Fig. 1 ) is proportional to the simulated distance between occluding and occluded surface.
provide a novel compact way to represent and describe the orientation disparity field together with a discussion on the planar surface orientation information achievable using this representation. In Section 3, I derive the analytic equations describing the whole set of H and V values over d compatible with a given orientation disparity field. Two candidate ways to use the family of compatible (H, V, d) values for the extraction of a final triplet (representative of the perceived 3D surface orientation) are discussed with reference to human performances. In Section 4, I summarize the major features and advantages of the proposed analysis as a tool by which the visual system might address the planar surface orientation by disparity problem in a bottom-up fashion.
The orientation disparity field
Previous authors analyzed the orientation disparity field to get predictions on human performances in tasks on the estimation of 3D planar surface orientation. Koenderink and Van Doorn (1976a) laid the theoretical groundwork for the analysis of the information residing in the orientation disparity field. They provided a formal demonstration that angular disparity (i.e., the difference in the projected angle subtended by corresponding pairs of lines) can be used to extract a component of the first-order spatial derivatives of the disparity field that specifies the disparity gradient: the deformation, def (i.e., square root of the squared horizontal and vertical gradients of disparity). Caganello and Rogers (1993) argued in favor of LOD as the best synthetic descriptor for the disparity field. Their idea derived from empirical results demonstrating that perceived slant was determined by other elementary components of the disparity field rather than the def, like: the horizontal shear, pure curl and pure deformation (Caganello & Rogers, 1993; Gillam & Rogers, 1991; van Ee & Erkelens, 1998) . Authors reported a numeric function (see Fig. 3, p. 2192 , in Caganello & Rogers, 1993 relating the actual orientation of straight lines laying flat on an (H, V)-surface (i.e., straight surface markings) with their LOD. Although authors did not report any equation, formally their relationship can be represented by the difference between the orientation e in the left (l-subindex) and right (r-subindex) monocular images of the orthographic projections of any ith marking laying flat with some b orientation on an (H, V)-surface:
where b i (i.e., the orientation of the ith line ruling the surface) is measured in the plane of the slanting surface with 0 deg being horizontal and 90 deg vertical.
In Eq. (2) e (H, V ± d, b i ) r/l refers to the viewing geometry shown in Fig. 1 (right) , where the surface is straight ahead, fixation is symmetric (i.e., null version angle), and eyes are torsionally aligned (indeed d is just added and subtracted to V-inclination). After algebraic derivations, I obtained the following equation for the projected orientation of a straight surface marking: Caganello and Rogers (1993) , as well as other authors (Gillam & Ryan, 1992; Mitchison & McKee, 1990) , used the function resulting from the substitution of Eq. (3) in Eq. (2) to formalize a Rogers and Graham (1983) 's intuition: the anisotropy in the perception of stereoscopic surface inclination likely results from the different spatial pattern of orientation disparities generated by planar surfaces inclined around a horizontal or a vertical axis with the latter involving a smaller orientation disparity (although the magnitude of horizontal disparity gradient is equal). An example of such a difference is provided in the top graph of Fig. 2 where LOD is coupled with b using Eqs. (2) and (3) when either the V or the H parameter is null [the subindex i is removed because b is interpreted as a continuous variable with b i ! b]. This furnishes a synthetic representation of the orientation disparity field generated by a V-alone-surface (black curve) and by an H-alone-surface (grey curve) covered by straight lines with an isotropic orientation distribution. When inclination is small (Fig. 2 , top/left), the maximal LOD generated by the V-alone-surface (achieved by oblique lines with b = 45 and 135 deg) is half that of the H-alone-surface (achieved by vertical lines with b = 90 deg), and oblique lines project into contours with the same absolute LOD for H-and V-alone-surfaces. Starting from these observations, authors tested two predictions under the general hypothesis that slant detection performances improved with the amount of LOD present in the image. First, the slant thresholds for H-alone surfaces covered by vertical and horizontal lines (b = 90 and 180 deg) should be lower than the thresholds for V-alone-surfaces covered by the same lines: on the other hand, thresholds for H-alonesurfaces covered by oblique lines should be equal to that for Fig. 1 . On the left two stereograms depicting planar surface patches with same simulated inclination and specified by different types of surface markings: (a) random dots, (b) long straight lines. Leftmost images are for cross fusers, rightmost for divergers. On the right, a 3D view of the stereogram-b in a coordinate system whose axes are defined on the basis of viewing geometry as schematized by: two grey ellipses (torsionally aligned eyes), converging (with an angle d) on the plane's center; a line segment (the cyclopean line of sight), connecting the midpoint between the eyes and the fixation point (which is at the center of the plane); a line connecting the two ellipses' centers (the interocular axis); and a line through the point midway between the two eyes and perpendicular to both the interocular axis and the cyclopean line of sight. Throughout the paper, 3D surface orientation is defined in terms of two inclination angles: V (relative to the y-axis) and H (relative to the x-axis). This system of orientation encoding, although different from the one mentioned at the beginning of the subsection, has been chosen for both theoretical and practical reasons (see text for further details).
V-alone-surfaces. Results by Caganello and Rogers (1993) were consistent with these expectations while those by other authors were not (Gillam & Ryan, 1992; Mitchison & McKee, 1990) , with the anisotropy occurring also for surfaces covered by oblique lines.
Contrasting results could be partly explained by the fact that Eq. (2) is not likely to be a reliable model of the orientation disparity field. For instance, it shapes the relationship between an imagebased property (i.e., that is given in the two eyes' images as LOD, which results from projections of surface markings) and an object-based property (i.e., that is not given in the two eyes' images as b, which is proper of surface markings but independent on their projections). Therefore, the relationship described by Eq. (2) cannot be recovered from a stereo-pair without making an assumption about the distribution of b (e.g., isotropicity). Moreover, Eq. (2) is not generalizable since it depends on the overall amount of planar surface inclination. As shown in Fig. 2 , increasing the magnitude of inclination (from 15 to 60 deg, left to right), the shape of the curve resulting from the V-alone-surface is positively skewed while that resulting from the H-alone-surface remains symmetric (and oblique lines will produce different, not equal, LOD for H-and Valone-surfaces). This is probably due to the fact that the relationship between actual lines orientation (i.e., b) and projected lines orientation, as approximated by the Local Average Orientation (LAO) of corresponding line elements in the two-eyes' images ½LAO ¼ eðH;Vþd;bÞ r þeðH;V Àd;bÞ l 2 , is not linear and that non-linearity increases with increasing inclination values (Fig. 2, 
bottom panels).
A straightforward way to overcome these shortcomings is to take the LAO instead of b as the covariate for LOD. Indeed LAO is the image-based counterpart of b. Moreover (as discussed in the next subsection), the shape of the relationship between LAO and LOD is scaled (not distorted) by the overall magnitude of inclination of the planar surface.
A novel relationship for the orientation disparity field
Here I describe the (LAO, LOD)-relationship and show how it allows to pick-up projective invariants embodied in the distribution of the orientation disparity field. Fig. 3a shows how to extract (LAO, LOD)-coordinates from any pair of corresponding straight surface contours in the left e l and right image e r (top), as projected from an (50, 30)-surface (the first number codes for the angle of H-inclination and the last for the angle of V-inclination) covered by straight lines with different orientations (bottom). Two horizontally separated views of the same (H, V)-surface subtending a given half convergence angle d, define a Field of Orientation Disparity (Fig. 3b) , that can be compactly represented as a set of points in a (LAO, LOD)-space: a Cartesian system with LAO as abscissa and LOD as ordinate (the label FOD is used to refers to such representation). The FOD is a novel compact representation of the disparity field, while the Orientation Disparity Function ODF (the curve passing through the points of Fig. 3b ), describes the exact analytic relationship between (LAO, LOD)-values, thus providing an ideal model of how the FOD varies with surface orientation (i.e., H and V) and viewing geometry (i.e., d).
In Appendix A, I derive the analytic model of the ODF. This model has the advantage, relative to the one used in previous work on orientation disparity, of being expressed in terms of image-based orientation properties of projected surface markings (i.e., LAO and LOD). Using the results of Appendix A, the following positive and negative solutions (±subindex) have been found for the ODF:
where x and y stand for LAO and LOD, respectively, while A, B and C are common sub-expressions derived in Appendix A, with:
The general ODF model of Eq. (4) is expressed as a function of just two unknown parameters A and B, instead of the three (H, V and d) included in the parametric equation of the ODF (Eq. (A1)). However, the two unknown parameters of the ODF depend on H, V and d, which therefore cannot be independent. This property suggests that H and V values are ill-defined up to some d specification. This demonstrates that the well-known ambiguity of the first-order spatial derivatives of the horizontal disparity field (that specifies the gradient of horizontal disparity) in the specification of planar surface orientation (Garding et al., 1995) , holds even in the case of orientation disparity. As for disparity gradients, the orientation disparity field not only depends on surface orientation (i.e., H and V), but also depends on viewing geometry (i.e., d). A given set of (LAO, LOD)-points resulting from the 2D transformations of two disparate views of an (H, V)-surface is compatible with an infinite number of (H, V, d)-triplets leading to the same values of A and B. Throughout the paper, I will call this ambiguity of the orientation disparity field, inclination by convergence angle indeterminacy, taking in mind that it reflects a well-known aspect of radial indeterminacy (Gerbino, 1997) : two far-apart orthographic views of a planar surface have an infinite one-parameter family of possible 3D interpretations (Longuet-Higgins, 1984; Ullman, 1979; Ullman, 1986) . Fig. 4 (top) depicts the general ODF model. The positive solution (y + in black) and the negative solution (y À in grey) are discontinuous for surface markings that project as oblique contours (x = 45 and 135 deg). However, it can be verified that a property of the limits to the discontinuity points is that the analytic continuation of y + at x = 45 deg merges into y À (x) and similarly that of y À at x = 135 deg merges into y + . A regular and an irregular ODF, y R (continuous curve) and y I (dashed curve), respectively, are obtained by taking the signed combination of y + and y À in the three mutually exclusive x-domains: {0, 45}, {45, 135}, and {135, 180}. Both y R and y I are wave-like curves with null skewness. However, from the top graph of Fig. 4 it gets apparent that the regular (but not the irregular) ODF provides an affine model for the FOD. Indeed, it satisfies constraints imposed by orthographic projections (i.e., y(0) = y(180) = 0).
The regular ODF could in principle be used by the visual system to extract 3D surface orientation from a local analysis of the two eyes' images recovering the relation between image-based properties of surface contours, independently on prior knowledge about actual surface markings orientation, actual planar surface structure (i.e., slant), or viewing geometry (i.e., convergence angle). The nonlinear least square fitting method (LSF) can be used to extract the Color codes for the ODF solution: grey for y À (x) and black for y + (x) (see the legend on top). Dotted lines connecting y r (x) to y i (x) indicate the critical points where y + (x) merges into y À (x) and vice-versa. Bottom: the second zero-crossings of the general ODF coincide with the extrema of the function shaping the relationship between LAL (calculated assuming the unit-length of surface markings) and LAO. The LAO for which projected elements are not foreshortened (scaling direction) coincides with the second zero-crossing of the regular ODF; while the LAO for which projected elements are maximally foreshortened (tilt direction) coincides with the second zero-crossing of the irregular ODF. best fitting regular ODF from a given FOD. Calling Y i , the LOD value of ith-point of a given FOD, and y R (A, B, x i ) the fitted LOD value as calculated using the regular ODF, the process seeks to minimize the functional S ¼ P n i¼1 ½Y i À y R ðA; B; x i Þ 2 , where n is the number of data points included in the fit. The result of the LSF leads into the identification of: (1) the ODF unknown parameters (A and B); and (2) the ODF shape properties like its extrema and zero-crossings. The applicability domain of this image analysis depends on the number of visible straight surface contours. The LSF would find no univocal solution for planar surfaces with only one surface contour, although these cases can be represented as a three points set in the (LAO, LOD)-space, since the points (0, 0) and (180, 0) can be assumed under orthographic projections. At least two surface contours with a sufficiently different LAO are necessary for the LSF to converge. This is consistent with the well-known fact that at least two straight lines are required for the perception of a 3D planar surface (Stevens, 1983a; Stevens, 1983b) .
Analytic and shape properties of the orientation disparity function
The ODF is a new tool for the extraction of planar surface orientation from orientation disparities. Indeed, as anticipated by Fig. 4 , several of its analytic and shape properties relate to major orientation parameters of the distal surface, like: its tilt, or its orthogonal direction that according with Stevens (1981b) is the scaling direction (angle formed by the line parallel to the direction along the surface running parallel to the image plane and perpendicular to the line of sight); its direction of maximal/minimal orientation disparity; and (as discussed in the next section) its H-and V-inclination that (up to d) can be extracted from the A and B values of the best fitting ODF.
The basic analytic properties of the ODF, like its zero-crossings s demonstrates that the scaling/tilt orthogonality discussed by Stevens (1981b) in shape-from-texture is valid even in shape-from-disparity. In Fig. 4 , the line plot of the ODF parallels a parametric line plot of the function mapping LAO as x and local average length as y. The maximum of such a curve (projected average orientation leading to null foreshortening) coincides with the second zero-crossing of the regular ODF, while its minimum (projected average orientation leading to maximal foreshortening) coincides with the second zero-crossing of the irregular ODF.
The results of Appendix B show that x 2nd 0 is expressed in terms of A and B (not H, V and d) demonstrating that the planar surface's tilt is a first order property of the orientation disparity field. Indeed, it has a one-to-one correspondence with the FOD, differently from H and V values, which remain ill-defined up to d. This property is consistent with Marr (1980) , Stevens (1983a) , Stevens (1983b) , and Ullman (1986)' intuition (that surface orientation directions are more easily extracted than surface inclination magnitudes), and with the higher accuracy for tilt estimates vs. slant estimates generally found in slant perception (Domini & Caudek, 1999; Stevens, 1983a Stevens, , 1983b Todd & Perotti, 1999) .
A further property of the ODF is that its x 2nd 0 and x e± are near invariant over the convergence angle, while its height (i.e., y e± ) increases as the convergence angle increases (for formal demonstration see the last paragraph of Appendix B). This demonstrates that, differently from the maximal/minimal LOD, both the tilt and the direction of maximal/minimal orientation disparity (represented by x e± ) are scale invariant. This property provides an intriguing insight, as suggesting for a possible lack of effect of viewing distance (covarying with the convergence angle) on perceived tilt. This situation is ripe for further study. Fig. 5 , the bright continuous curve). The complementary effect of V-and H-inclination components on the overall amount of orientation disparity present in the image reflects the independence of monocular image transformations produced by planar surfaces inclined around the vertical (i.e., horizontal scale) or horizontal (i.e., horizontal shear) axis discussed and modeled by van Ee and Erkelens (1995) . two dashed curves of Fig. 5 provide and example of the scaleinvariance of the LAO values at which orientation disparity vanishes or gets extremal (i.e., the curves have the same zerocrossings and their extrema overlaps), as opposed to the full scale-dependence of maximal/minimal orientation disparities (i.e., the height of the grey curve is twice the one of the black curve similarly to the d values of the planar surfaces they represent).
Inclination by convergence angle indeterminacy
The least square fit of the regular ODF to a given set of (LAO, -LOD)-points resulting from the orthographic projections of an (H, V)-surface leads to the estimation of A and B unknowns that, in their turn, allow for the identification of the direction of planar surface orientation. For instance, extracted tilt (computed from the second zero-crossings of the best fitting ODF) corresponds to the actual tilt of the projected (H, V)-surface. However, higher order surface orientation parameters like H and V remain ill-defined up to d, given that, by definition, there is an infinite family of (H, V, d)-triplets leading into the same A and B values [indeed,
Such an under-determination of the inclination parameters (i.e., the inclination by convergence angle indeterminacy), was expected. Indeed, it is known that first order disparity is an ambiguous determinant of 3D planar surface orientation, since a given pattern of disparity is consistent with an infinite set of surface orientations Garding et al., 1995; Rogers & Bradshaw, 1995) : to uniquely determine surface orientation a distance estimate is also required (i.e., disparity scaling), as achievable using information that are not included in the ODF equation, like the vertical gradient of disparity (absent under orthographic projections) and extra-retinal signals as those deriving from eyes' vergence Rogers & Bradshaw, 1995) . As in the case of disparity gradients alone, A and B unknowns not only depend on planar surface orientation parameters (i.e., H and V) but also depend on the viewing geometry (i.e., d). It is thus impossible to recover both viewing geometry and planar surface orientation parameters from a single measurement of the orientation disparity field, unless the whole family of (H, V, d)-triplets compatible with the given orientation disparity field (sub-index c is used to denote these triplets) is identified. In the next subsection (n. 3.1) I show that the least square estimated values of A and B can be used to derive such a family of triplets as providing a precise representation of the inclination by convergence angle indeterminacy. In Section 3.2 an original solution to the estimation of (H, V, d) values based on the family of compatible (H c , V c , d c )-triplets extracted using the regular ODF as a non-linear regression model is provided. This solution allows one to derive precise planar surface orientation values from the mere pattern of orientation disparities regardless of additional sources of information absent under orthographic projections but known to be required to disambiguate the orientation disparity signal (e.g., perspective and vertical disparity).
Toward a univocal solution of the planar surface orientation from orientation disparity alone problem
Understanding which type of information the visual system uses to find a univocal solution to the planar surface orientation from orientation disparity alone problem deals with the problem of perceptual constancies, i.e., the tendency of different types of attributes to be perceived as unchanging in spite of the wide variations in the conditions of observation. Perceptual constancy of 3D surface orientation has been more often discussed in the framework of structure from motion. The mathematical analyses of the optic flow field (Clocksin, 1980; Horn & Shunck, 1981; LonguetHiggins & Prazdny, 1980; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1975; Koenderink, 1986; Ullman, 1986) have revealed that the recovery of 3D slant from motion under orthographic projections is under-determined. As formalized by Koenderink (1986) the slant of a planar surface r relates with the def. However, since def is related to the angular velocity x (i.e., the rate of turn in the optic array due to translation), it follows that there should exist infinite pairs of r and x producing the same def. Such r-by-x indeterminacy is described by a function of the form:
with r ¼ p=2 when x ! 0 and r = 0 when x ! 1.
The Eq. (5), formalizes the fact that the compression produced by a small slant and a large angle of rotation produces the same def as a small rotation of a more slanted surface. Modern computational approaches to structure from motion based on optic flow field (Domini & Braunstein, 1998; Domini, Caudek, & Gerbino, 1995; Freeman, Harris, & Meese, 1996) suggested that the visual system uses the relationship of Eq. (5) to extract the most likely r and x from def. Domini and Caudek (1999) demonstrated that the probability density hyperbolic function of tan(r) and x by def, has center of mass in the point closest to the origin of the coordinate system: when tanðrÞ
. Taking such a point as representative for human slant perception, entails taking the point at which the curve representing the r-by-x indeterminacy reaches its average area (which corresponds to the most probable combination of x and tan(r) given def).
Although such approach has been shown to account for the neither Euclidean nor affine perception of 3D structures, it cannot account for the 3D surface orientation anisotropy and for the slant/ tilt covariation (Todd & Perotti, 1999) . Indeed, the Eq. (5) does not distinguish between surfaces slanting around the vertical and horizontal axes, given that it is based on slant (that is independent of the inclination axis). The analysis proposed in this paper intrinsically overcomes this shortcoming. A description of 3D planar surface orientation based on two independent measures of inclinations allows for the identification of two, rather than one, indeterminacy functions describing the set of surface inclinations (around the vertical and horizontal axes) over convergence angle values compatible with the FOD. Based on the results of Appendix C, I found the analytic expressions for the inclination by convergence angle indeterminacy functions:
where K 1 and K 2 are the indeterminacy constants derived in Appendix C (Eqs. (C1) and (C2), respectively) simplifying the equations of the A and B terms of the general ODF model (Eq. (4)). Throughout the paper, these functions will be labeled as (H, V)-by-ds. The V-by-d (Eq. (6)), similarly to the r-by-x, formalizes the fact that the horizontal compression (between the two monocular images) produced by a far surface (leading to a small convergence angle) with a small vertical inclination produces the same K 1 as a close surface with a large vertical inclination. The H-by-d (Eq. (7)) rather describes the fact that the combination of horizontal shear and compression produced by a far surface with small horizontal and vertical inclinations produces the same combination of Fig. 6 , from left to right and top to bottom, represent the indeterminacy for: (1st), a V-alone surface, i.e., a (0, 30)-surface; (2nd), an H-alone surface, i.e., a (30, 0)-surface; (3rd) a surface with V = H, i.e., (30, 30)-surface, so that the abscissa of the point of intersection between the two functions coincides with the entered d; (4th) a surface with V > H, i.e., (22.5, 50) , so that the abscissa of the point of intersection is larger than the entered d; and (5th) a surface with V < H, i.e., a (50, 30)-surface.
Here I listed three major advantages for the identification of two (rather than one) indeterminacy functions by referring to the panels of Fig. 6: (i) Two is better than one. Having two indeterminacy functions, rather than having just one, bring more information on the most likely orientation of the distal surface. Information that are specific of a system with two indeterminacy functions are: (a) the sign of the two functions, that univocally determines the tilt-angle's range of the projected surface: if both are positive s e {90, 180}; if both are negative s e {270, 360}; if the V-by-d is positive and the H-byd is negative s e {180, 270}; else s f0; 90g; and (b) the point of intersection, that cues for the relative amount of difference between the entered H and V, with the H that is likely to be larger than the V if the curves intersect in a point close to zero (as in the 5th panel), and vice-versa if the curves intersect in a point far from zero (as in the 4th panel). Note that in the specific case in which H = V, the coordinates of the point of intersection corresponds to the entered inclination and convergence angle values (3rd panel).
(ii) Generalization Domini and Caudek (1999) rule. Such a rule can not be applied when the indeterminacy is represented by two functions as leading into the identification of two d values for every single case of planar surface inclination. However, the possibility of performing a maximum likelihood analysis that takes account of both indeterminacy functions and derives an equivalent rule that uniquely specifies a triplet of (H, V, d)-values should be considered for future researches.
(iii) The most informative function about 3D inclination parameters. The H-by-d (Eq. (7)), is much less ambiguous than the V-byd (Eq. (6)). Indeed, the H-by-d is constrained over a smaller range of compatible inclination values than the V-by-d (spanning over the whole range of possible inclination angles, i.e., from 0 to 90 deg). By the limits of Eq. (7) (3rd and 4th panels) , while, in the opposite case (fixed K 1 and increasing K 2 ), an increase of the upper asymptote is observed (3rd and 5th panels), with a consequent flattening of the H-by-d for large K 2 [i.e., K 2 > 1]. Note that in the limit for which K 1 ? 1 (occurring when V + d = 90 deg), the H-by-d reduces to a straight line through the entered H value (which fully disambiguates 3D surface orientation).
Surface orientation based on the shape difference between inclination indeterminacy curves
The perceived slant of a planar surface, although underestimated, is generally found to increase linearly with the simulated slant (Braunstein, 1968; Harris, Freeman, & Hughes, 1992) . It is likely that such a direct relationship is found because the simulated d is generally kept constant over displays with variable simulated inclination, rather than because simulated inclination is a predictor per se of perceived inclination. A direct relationship between perceived slant and simulated slant is consistent with the idea that the visual system does make use of the implicit knowledge of the indeterminacy functions to extract 3D surface orientation from 2D images. Indeed, an increase in any one of the two inclination components (while d is kept constant) causes a corresponding increase in the indeterminacy constants values (i.e., K 1 and K 2 ), which in turn causes a decrease in the curvature of the resulting (H, V)-by-ds. In sum, for small d values (as those generally required for fusion), increasing values of K 1 and K 2 denote an increased likelihood that entered H and/or V are large (given that the areas under the inclination indeterminacy curves also increase). This observation suggests that the difference between the shape of (H, V)-by-ds could be informative about the most likely combination of (H c , V c , d c ) values giving rise to an FOD: perceived inclinations could be proportional to values of H c and V c whose relative difference best matches the overall shape difference (or distance) between the two indeterminacy curves. Here I test the empirical validity of this hypothesis and show that inclination values estimated in such a way are consistent with three surface orientation effects found in psychophysical and computational experiments: the slant underestimation, the surface orientation anisotropy and the slant/tilt covariation. In order to do that I have compared two candidate measures of shape difference between curves: the first I area , accounting for the relative difference between the areas bounded by the (H, V)-by-ds; the second I average , accounting for the average relative difference between (H c , V c )-pairs calculated for all values of d. For practical reasons I expressed both measures in Michelson contrasts as follows: Functionally, the sign of any one of the two types of shape difference measures represents which of the two inclination components (either H or V) is more likely to be perceived as larger, while the magnitude quantifies the relative difference amongst the two inclination components. Both measures of distance can be used to extract the most likely combination of (H c , V c , d c ) values starting from a FOD. In order to do that four computational steps are required: (1) compute the LSF of the regular ODF to the FOD; (2) extract K 1 and K 2 from the A and B terms of the best fitting ODF; (3) compute the shape difference between the two inclination indeterminacy curves with K 1 and K 2 ; (4) select the triplet of (H c , V c , d c ) values whose Michelson contrast matches the shape difference value.
In the next sub-section, I discuss the results of computeraided simulations checking for the empirical validity of inclination values extracted by applying the above-mentioned computation. I used (H, V)-by-ds resulting from different FODs generated by the orthographic projections of distal surfaces varying for their simulated (H, V, d) [the term simulated will be used to refer to those values that have been entered for the generation of the FODs and leading into K 1 and K 2 once the LSF was performed]. I area and I average have been calculated over the whole range of compatible convergence angle {0 < d c < 90 deg}, given that a major aim of the analysis was to find out whether estimated (H, V, d) values were representative for human slant perception without the requirement of a scale factor. The validity of estimated (H, V, d) values have been evaluated on the basis of their capacity to account for experimental results on slant perception. The results of Mitchison and McKee (1990) have been used as a reference to evaluate whether estimated (H, V, d) accounted for the surface orientation anisotropy: the threshold for a horizontal gradient of disparity (induced by a surface slanting around the vertical axis) should be 3 times larger than that for a vertical gradient of disparity (induced by a surface slanting around the horizontal axis). As regards to the slant/tilt covariation, I have used the results of Domini and Caudek (1999) , Todd and Perotti (1999) , and Fantoni and Gerbino (2006) . Domini and Caudek (1999) found that perceived slant of a planar surface specified by random dots motion was enhanced by a simulated tilt, which was increasing toward the vertical (90 deg). Successive results by Todd and Perotti (1999) pointed out that such a covariation was due to the opposite effect of vertical vs. horizontal gradient of velocity/disparity on perceived slant. Indeed, using 3D dihedral angles specified by motion and disparity, they found that perceived slant was modulated negatively by the horizontal velocity/disparity gradient when the vertical velocity/disparity gradient was not null, and positively when the vertical velocity/disparity gradient was null. Fantoni and Gerbino (2006) found results that were conceptually similar even though their data were expressed in terms of (V, H)-inclination (rather than slant and tilt), and they used different stimuli (stereoscopic pure planar surfaces like the one in Fig. 1b) , and a different technique (a production task in which observers were required to set the V-and H-inclination of a planar surface). Fig. 7 depicts produced inclination values (averaged over 17 observers) for the two types of inclination components (grey dots for H; black dots for V) as a function of both the corresponding (z) and non-corresponding (x) magnitude of required inclination. Produced inclination values increased as the corresponding required inclination components increased (F 3,48 = 175, p < .01) but they were affected in opposite directions by their non-corresponding required inclination components (F 3,48 = 8.6, p < .01) in a way consistent with slant/tilt covariation. To perceive the same amount of H inclination observers produced larger H inclinations when the produced V inclination was large relative to when it was small. The opposite occurred for the production of V inclination. Fig. 8 is a 3D scatter-plot of I average (in a) and I area (in b) over sixteen simulated H/V-contrast (in the À0.75, 0.75 range) and 21 simulated d (in the 0.93-to 4.62-deg range) with shading of the symbols representing the simulated H values (ranging from 10 to 70 deg). These data has been analyzed to find out which of the two shape-difference measures was more robust over variations of the simulated (H, V, d)-parameters.
Results and discussion
Both I area and I average were reasonably stable over simulated d variations, while (as expected) they increased as simulated H/V-contrast increased. This was confirmed by the results of two factorial regression analyses on I area and I average with simulated H/V-contrast and d as predictors. The factorial regression model accounted for most of the test variance for both I area (94%) and I average (92%). Most of the variance was accounted for by the simulated H/Vcontrast factor [for I area : F 1,332 = 874, p < .01; for I average : [F 1,332 = 806, p < .01], with both shape difference measures increasing as simulated H was larger. Overall, these results suggested that both I area and I average were good predictors of simulated inclination values (when expressed in relative terms). However, the results of further analyses suggested that I area was more robust than I average . In both graphs of Fig. 8 , the data points are always above the blue layer as due to an overall overestimation of H-relative to V-inclination (consistent with orientation anisotropy). However, points in Fig. 8b deviate less from the blue layer than points in Fig. 8a : I area was less biased towards positive values than I average and it better modeled the simulated H/V-contrast.
Further analyses were conducted on values of (H, V) extracted from I area and I average when simulated d = 1.55 deg. Fig. 9 shows four 3D plots resulting from the combination of the two types of estimated inclination components (H and V from top to bottom row), by the two types of shape difference measures (I area and I average from left to right column). Values are visualized in a way similar to Fig. 7, in which estimated (H, V) have been plotted as a function of their corresponding simulated inclination components (simulated H for estimated H and simulated V for estimated V) and non-corresponding simulated inclination components. Eighty-one points were obtained from the full factorial combination of 9 simulated H inclinations (from 0 to 80 deg in 8 steps) Â 9 simulated V inclinations.
From the graphs of Fig. 9 it was apparent that values of (H, V) extracted using I average [i.e., (H, V) by I average ] had two major shortcomings: (i) they were too small, indeed, on average, both H (5.62 deg) and V by I average (1.73 deg) were much smaller than average simulated (H, V) values (40 deg); (ii) they did not account for the slant/tilt covariation, indeed as the simulated V increased H by I average also increased with an higher rate of increase for larger simulated H values (F 1,76 = 26.7, p < .01); differently, as the simulated H increased the V by I average decreased when simulated V was large (F 1,76 = 6, p < .05). This data trend was at odds with the results of Fantoni and Gerbino (2006) . By contrast, (H, V) by I area , although underestimated, were much larger than (H, V) by I average and accounted for both 3D surface orientation anisotropy and the slant/tilt covariation. Both inclination underestimation and 3D orientation anisotropy were of the order of those generally found for human slant perception. Average H by I area was 22.48 deg, whereas average V by I area was 7.98 deg: their average ratio was of about 2.82, which was close to the factor of 3 found by Mitchison and McKee (1990) . The results of a factorial regression analysis on estimated (H, V) by I area , with corresponding and non-corresponding simulated amount of inclination as predictors, revealed that values of (H, V) by I area increased as the corresponding magnitude of simulated inclination increased (Estimated H: F 1,76 = 178.5, p < .01; Estimated V: F 1,76 = 48.5, p < .01), while they were modulated in opposite direction by the amount of non-corresponding simulated inclination. This data trend was fully consistent with the slant/tilt covariation: estimated H by I area decreased as simulated V increased (F 1,76 = 4.5, p < .05); whereas V by I area increased as simulated H increased (F 1,76 = 5.5, p < .05). Fig. 10 depicts the relationship between simulated tilt and estimated slant by I area (calculated transforming estimated H and V values using Eq. (1)). This relationship has been analyzed to test whether estimated (H, V) values accounted for the results of Domini and Caudek (1999) and Todd and Perotti (1999) . In Fig. 10 , the rounding of the square symbols represents the simulated H (decreasing rounding for H increasing from 0 to 60 deg), while the shading represents the simulated V (decreasing luminance for V increasing from 0 to 60 deg). To help interpreting the data trend, symbols representing cases with the same amount of simulated H are connected through lines.
As consistent with results of Domini and Caudek (1999) estimated slant by I area increased as simulated tilt approached 90 deg [t 34 = À13, r = À.83, p < .01]. Moreover as consistent with Todd and Perotti (1999) , in conditions in which simulated H = 0, i.e., simulated tilt = 180 deg (in Fig. 10, circles) , the magnitude of estimated slant varied positively with simulated V (in Fig. 10 , from light for small slant values, to dark for large slant values). In all remaining conditions, increasing the magnitude of simulated V had a negative effect on estimated slant by I area . Finally values of estimated slant by I area were on a similar scale to those obtained by Todd and Perotti (1999) , with an average estimated slant of 17.95 deg and ranging from a minimum of 0.69 deg (when tilt = 180 deg and simulated V = 10 deg) to a maximum of 54.10 deg (when tilt = 90 deg and simulated H = 60 deg).
Conclusions
The stereoscopic vision of a static surface patch involves slightly different projections of surface markings within the two eyes inducing a disparity field. One way to consider this disparity field is to look upon the spatial distribution of high order properties of surface contours as their orientation (either explicit, as in the case of straight surface contours, or implicit, as in the case of group of surface dots), and to find out how it relates with properties of the distal object. Here I reported a differential imaging analysis demonstrating that the orientation disparity field generated by the orthographic projections of a slanted planar surface contains enough information to allow for a direct recovery of 3D surface orientation, regardless of disparity scaling as known to be achievable from information that the present analysis deliberately neglect (being proper of planar surface subtending large viewing angles) like, the vertical gradient of disparity (absent under orthographic projections) and extra-retinal signals as those deriving from sensed eyes' position Rogers & Bradshaw, 1995) .
Although the present work has several close relatives with pioneering studies on the properties of the orientation disparity field (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1976a; Wildes, 1991) , it makes a number of novel contributions to the understanding of the problem of the interpretation of 3D planar surface patches orientation from disparity alone. A novel compact representation of a stereoscopic planar surface is provided as based on the projected orientation of straight surface markings: the orientation disparity field is represented as a set of (LAO, LOD)-points mapping Local Average Orientations into Local Orientation Disparities. The (LAO, LOD) relationship is analytically described by the orientation disparity function ODF, with two unknown-parameters quantifying different components of inter-image transformation, which depend on the angle to which the two optical axes converge on the surface (the convergence angle, d) and the angles of surface inclination relative to the Horizontal and/or Vertical axes (H and V). It is shown that the least-square estimation of ODF's unknown-parameters identifies a couple of indeterminacy functions describing the whole set of H and V values over d compatible with the orientation disparity field, as well as major 3D planar surface orientation information directly specified in the orientation disparity field, like the tilt (coded by the zero-crossings) and the direction of maximal/minimal orientation disparity. Selecting the triplet of compatible (H, V, d) values matching the relative difference between the areas under the indeterminacy functions accounts in a unified theoretical framework for four well-known phenomena of planar surface orientation perception: (1) unbiased tilt vs. biased slant estimation; (2) slant underestimation; (3) surface orientation anisotropy; and (4) slant/tilt covariation.
My analysis provides some insights on the information needed by the visual system to extract 3D surface orientation from two local and simultaneous orthographic views in a strict bottom-up fashion. A possible integrated retinotopic bottom-up model of 3D surface orientation-coding (incorporating the proposed analysis) would require four stages of elaboration: (1) Surface contours extraction. The two monocular images are convolved by means of populations of oriented filters. Original images are transformed to represent the locations of the peak-activations of the reference orientation channel; (2) Matching corresponding pairs of surface contours. The pair of convolved images is analyzed via stereo-matcher algorithm defining matches across the image region according to linear segments (Grimson, 1981; Marr & Poggio, 1979) . This stage conveys to the orientation disparity field; (3) Extraction of 3D surface orientation direction. The set of (LAO, LOD)-points composing the orientation disparity field is fitted using the ODF. The surface tilt is extracted through the ODF zero-crossings; (4) Extraction of 3D surface inclinations. The indeterminacy functions are identified and the most likely (H, V, d) triplet is extracted.
A model of this type would be highly desirable for computational, structural and behavioral reasons, indeed: (i) Its computational complexity and demand is low. The model would need neither horizontal disparity detectors (for scale coding), nor difffrequency detectors (tuned to horizontal scale disparity), given that (in principle) a workable orientation disparity field is achievable only on the basis of orientation disparity detectors (i.e., a scale factor is not required); (ii) Its structural plausibility is high. Several studies had provided supporting evidence for the idea that the extraction of 3D surface orientation is based on a specialized mechanism for processing orientation disparity; (iii) Its predictive power is high. According with results of reported simulations, the model would account for several well-known biases in the perception of 3D planar surface orientation and would incorporate the wellknown dependence between 3D surface orientation perception and surface contours orientation (Arditi, 1982; Garding, 1993; Ninio, 1985; Stevens, 1981a; Stevens, 1983a; Stevens, 1983b) .
Further researches are needed to test the goodness and robustness of predictions achievable by an algorithm implementing the above-proposed model. Moreover the model should incorporate additional information that have been demonstrated to be effective in the modulation of slant perception, like: version (that throughout the analysis has been assumed to be null) and vertical disparity (that throughout the analysis has been neglected under the assumption of orthographic projections). Although this analysis refers to the domain of stereoscopic vision it is likely to be generalizable to structure from motion given that projection geometry is similar and similar orientation effects have been found (Rogers & Graham, 1982) . To this moment, I have demonstrated that solving the disparity interpretation problem by matching input data to the (LOD, LAO)-relationship allows achieving like human estimates of 3D surface orientation. The possibility of solving inclination indeterminacy using multiple indeterminacy functions (instead of just one as generally proposed) provides insights on the way the visual system could account for the different types of perceptual constancies (shape, lightness, depth, and size). Through the extraction of multiple indeterminacy functions, the complexity of the inverse optic problem of recovering the properties of the distal object from reflected light would be reduced, and the low variability of human judgments across image changes could be accounted for in a freefrom-assumptions fashion.
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Substituting Z 1± into tan y, I found the y ± (x) solutions describing the general ODF model of Eq. (4).
Appendix B
To obtain the ODF's zero-crossings I looked for the zeros of the numerator of Eq. (4):
The extrema corresponding to the LAO value at which the ODF get maximal or minimal have been obtained differentiating Eq. (4): and name the second term (above and below the fraction) K 1 , the first indeterminacy constant. A given FOD is compatible with a one-parameter family of solutions for the V and d parameters, which is K 1 : K 1 ðV; dÞ ¼ tanðvÞ tanðdÞ:
Given K 1 , a second indeterminacy constant K 2 , can be obtained rewriting A in terms of K 1 (i.e., A ¼ ) and substituting it into B, as expressed in Eq. (A3), so that: B ¼ tan H (6)).
